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LIST # 89
Welcome to List #89.
Coming up for Fall,
For the token collector, things have changed a bit---Baldwin
Basement Sale # III, from last October, was their last sale as an auction company!! I was there,
and quite successful in bidding, but this fall is a question mark.
First, Baldwin’s sold the rights to auctions under its name to Stephen Fenton, Knightsbridge
Coins and St James Auctions. The new firm is called Baldwin’s of St. James, and the catalogues
they put out sometimes have the usual “Baldwin” look. Others do not, but do have the name. -----I do need to correct an error-- Steve Fenton bought the mailing lists and rights to auction
under the Baldwin name, but did NOT buy the tokens that were in the Baldwin holdings. He has
them on consignment. I did not understand that the tokens were not included in the sale of
material to Mr. Fenton, but indeed, they were not. Sorry for any confusion.
In June, just past, Baldwin of St. James held an auction with 190 or so lots, many singles but
also many small group lots, and the most interesting part of all of that is that they were all part
of what they obtained on consignment from Baldwin’s!! Thus, the June sale could be
considered Baldwin Basement Sale #IV !!! If all items being sold came from the basement
vaults at Baldwins the October sale is thus, sort of, Baldwin Basement Sale #V!!
The June sale contained much better material, but also had some that was close, but no cigar--not a scratch and dent sale, but some were spotted or had other problems. All in all, a
worthwhile group, I did bid in it but had not previewed personally as I like to do, and this group
were a shade lesser in quality than the ones seen in the first three sales. Worthy of a personal
assessment as some very nice things were in the June sale, and suspect there will be some of the
same in October. The date for the October sale is Wednesday 4 October.
The DNW token auction---- yes, there will be one, Peter Preston Morley says that there will be
some pieces from a collection, not a large one but worth looking at, and other pieces from
various properties. This auction will be on Tuesday, 3 October. See the sale on line.
And, of course, if you need a new D&H, do not forget that they are available now, the price
$125 plus $10 for shipping, See page TWELVE for ordering and shipping information.
Available from yours truly in the USA, and from Alan Judd in the UK, this at 88 pounds.
As to this list, a couple of second chances, and some other material. You will find good things
as usual----I shall be at the same old stand for a little while, so the lists will keep on coming.
Tim Rollins will be taking over the 18th Century soon, but I will still be selling items that are in
my collection, some of it very special indeed. Enjoy the list----

18th CENTURY TOKENS AS CATALOGUED BY DALTON AND HAMER
BEDFORDSHIRE & DEVONSHIRE, SEE BELOW
PAGE TWO
PUDDINGTON
Bedfordshire 5, or Devonshire 13. 1797.
Bust W. Waller//Ship. This token designated by D&H as being from Bedfordshire, but our own
Michael Dickinson found that Waller was from Puddington, Devonshire. Now Devonshire 13.
On this token Waller is noted as having no, or very little, hair detail which is normal!! The flan
has a few small flaws in it that appear natural, the lettering around is nearly new, so the piece is
probably far closer to UNC than to VF, I am calling it EF+. Handled, though, a few minor marks, but
the flan is remarkably clear. The reverse, with the ship, is weak in the very center, but not too much.
These tokens were once thought to be rarer than we think today, but still it is RR. Might be 15 known
now. Michael Dickinson says he has traced 14 examples, and most have little, or no, hair detail.
Michael Dickinson’s excellent article on this token is to be found in CTCC Journal #50. Sell $995.
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
AYLESBURY
3
1796 Justice Seated,//Arms. Choice bronzed UNC, luster $275.
CHESHAM
20
1795 Lion over castle//Arms. UNC, minor mks, net EF $55.
SLOUGH
23
1794 Red Lion Inn//Arms. UNC, minor rim damage rev, thus $135.
SLOUGH
27
1795 A Phoenix//Peckham’s Arms. Luster, nice piece $235.
CHESHIRE
MACCLESFIELD 14
1789 Beehive, bees,//Female, mining tools. Red in all devices, super UNC$155.
MACCLESFIELD 28
1791 Bust Charles Rowe/Woman, tools. Tad rub, full luster UNC/AU $125.
MACCLESFIELD 41
1792 Charles Roe//Woman, Mining tools. Full luster, very nice UNC $145.
DEVONSHIRE
EXETER
1
1792 Bishop Blaze//City Arms. The bust of the Bishop divides the date, leaving
it 17—92. Date thus on the obverse of this very RARE variety. Very minor edge tics on the reverse, the
strike and the fields wonderful. Bronzed, full luster, $345. See Bedfordshire for Devon 13.
DORSETSHIRE
POOLE
6
1795 Hope, Anchor//Arms of Poole. Fading red, very pretty UNC $135
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
GLOUCESTER
8
1797 White Friar’s//Arms. Superb penny, bz, full and super luster UNC $195.
BADMINTON
24
1795 Bust George III//Duke of Beaufort. Bzd, a minor mark, UNC $110.
BADMINTON
57
1796 Scales, 6 ¼ Lb.//Duke of Beaufort. Spot reverse, full luster UNC $135.
NEWENT
64
1796 Apple Tree//J. Morse legend, in a spiral design. Super surfaces UNC $195.
HAMPSHIRE
BASINGSTOKE
1
1789 A Barge//Tools, wheelbarrow. ONE SHILLING value. This with the “7”
in 1789 struck over an “8”, and dramatically so. Bronzed UNC, luster over all, very tiny spot under the
“I” in Pinkerton. Extra sharp strike and super eye appeal, $425.
EMSWORTH
13
1794 Earl Howe//Britannia. Luster, some rub, nets AU, nice $65.
EMSWORTH
39
1794 Earl Howe “The Tars of Old England”//Anchor, cable. A small flan, white
metal, tin pest here and there, surfaces a bit rough.---- and RR, tough piece. Net is VF, $110.
PETERSFIELD
48
1793 Mounted Dragoon//Stork. Luster, 60% red, fading overall, Ch UNC $155.
PORTSMOUTH
57b
1795 John Howard//Britannia. Full luster, prooflike in places, UNC $110.
NAVAL ¼ d.
101 1794 Earl Howe//Ship. UNC $125.
NAVAL ¼ d,
112
ND Admiral MacBride//Crown. Red in devices, ch UNC $225.
KENT
GRAVESEND
1.
1797 A barge sailing//Royal crown over naval crown, “Naval Penny”. One of
the rarities of the series, this piece lists RRR, has red in the devices, and original luster. There is slight
two toning on the reverse, and one rather hidden toning spot. Super eye appeal, UNC, $2200.
DYMCHURCH
15
1794 Cypher, lamb//Justice Standing. Full strike—Ch UNC, superb $175.
ROMNEY
38
1794 Town Arms//Antique Boat. Choice, sharp UNC $145.
SANDWICH
39
1794 Town Arms//Antique Ship. Bronzed, pretty UNC $145.

LANCASHIRE
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LANCASTER
2.
1794 Penny Token---Lancaster Castle//Bridge. This piece fully gilt, none
missing, luster, with a couple marks in the field. Tough this nice, pretty UNC $425.
LANCASTER
43
1794 John of Gaunt//Arms Some red in devices, luster, net AU $65.
LANCASTER
49
1794 John of Gaunt//Arms, Liverbird, Liverpool. RR--EF-AU $120.
LANCASTER
50
1794 John of Gaunt//Arms of Liverpool RR, AU+ for issue,, $145.
ECCLESTON
58
1794 Bust Eccleston/Ship. Super surfaces,, luster UNC $135.
KENTUCKY
59c
(1795) Hand holding scroll, “Our Cause is Just”//Starry pyramid, letters of each
of the United States to date, with Kentucky at the top, the 15th state. Token is not dated, but by the
intent,
It is easy to see it is 1795. TWO—one is GF, with the words “our cause” missing from wear. $195.
The second, decently lacquered, has everything readable, EF, but for the lacquer, GVF. $450.
LIVERPOOL
99
1792 Ship//Arms of Liverpool. Cud on rim, neat UNC $135.
MANCHESTER
135e 1793 Porter carrying a pack//Arms. Luster, minor spot UNC $95.
ROCHDALE
148
1792 Arms of Rochdale//Beehive. Very nice, bronzed, $145.
MIDDLESEX Penny tokens---Many of the penny tokens are rare---KEMPSON
42
1795 Guild Hall//Arms of London. Luster, UNC $155.
London, Westminster 97
1797 Cordwainer’s Hall//Arms of London. Bronzed, with nice luster, all struck
up, evidence of a breaking die at the edges, Nice UNC with a hidden scratch, RARE $325.
CLERKENWELL
160
ND Sion House//Arms. wonderful surfaces, red in devices, Super nice $225.
NATIONAL
176
1789 George III//Visited St. Paul’s. White metal, Mostly toned UNC, $165.
NATIONAL
186
1788 George III//William III, White metal. Legends bright, Nice UNC $165.
NATIONAL
195
1797 George III//Duncan’s Victory, &c. White metal, 50% bright UNC $165.
PAINE
208
ND Bust Thomas Paine//The Mountain in labor---Rare and elusive, this on a
dark white metal flan, obv. no pesting, rev, with some wear and some pest noted. Slightly oversize flan,
obverse at least EF, reverse bit mottled and GVF. Net for price GVF. $795.
NATIONAL
219
1789 Bust Pitt//Bust Thurlow. White metal, much original luster, and no pesting
at all. Superb example $195. Another, much original flash, one spot, $135.
NATIONAL
220
1789 Bust Dr. Willis//”Rejoice, your King’s Restored”. White metal, this one a
bit exceptional, very close to new, rare thus, full luster, fully bright, wipe lines. UNC, $375.
NATIONAL
223
1796 Bust of Fox//Poem. Copper, large flan, choice UNC with red in the
devices, super nice with original luster. $225. Another, net AU+ , lacquered, glossy, nice UNC $155.
CABBAGE Society 227a 1796 A Cauliflower, star’’Purim” &c. Edge milled over “An Asylum for the
Oppressed of all nations” an edge intended for use on a USA themed token. This example a wonderful
chocolate brown, no marks, full strike and full luster. You will go far before you can find a comparable
example, much less a better one. RARE and in the finest gemmy condition. UNC $1325.
MIDDLESEX HALFPENCE---ALLEN’S
246c 1795 Arms//Arms. Allen’s token, this luster, brown, and perfect UNC $125.
BLACKFRIAR’S
257a
ND A Friar//Arms of London. Brown, very sharp strike, luster UNC $135.
CARTER’S
275
1795 A shoe//Shoe manufacturer, &c. Full strike R&B, flan crack UNC $155.
FILTERING STONE 292
1795 A filtering stone//Coventry street. Luster, tad red, AU+ $65.
DODD’S
300
ND Bust Handel//Lyre in radiation. This fully struck both sides, enough metal
to flow to the centers, as it is on a thick flan. UNC $155. Thin flan, UNC, tad weak $85.
FORESTER’S
302
1795 Crown, music score//Prince of Wales crest. Minor rev weakness, very nice
surfaces, and lots of luster. UNC $185.
HENDON
324
1794 A Church//A Greyhound. Die crack, cpl mks, nice strike GEF $110.
HORNSEY
337
1797 Church, trees//Speedy peace, &c. 1 spot, luster, tad red RARE UNC$255.
IBBERSON’S
343
ND St. George, Dragon//Mail coaches &c. 1 spot, otherwise fully bright, this a
Taylor restrike. Nice example, $150. Another, darker, some die rust, no brass pest, $150.

MIDDLESEX, CONTINUED
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LYCEUM
362b
ND Mercury standing on horseback//Man standing on head on the point of a
sword. 70% red UNC $165. A 362c, RARE, brown, tad weak strike, net AU $135.
MASONIC
371c 1790 Freemason’s Arms//Cupid, Masonic emblems. RR++ EF $125
MEYMOTT’S
378
1795 Britannia. Scales//Arms of London. Lots of flashy luster, UNC $225.
ORCHARD’S
405
ND Bust Orchard//Wheat Sheaf. RR, from the die with the flaw at the bottom
of the obverse, luster and sharp, very rare $450.
PIDCOCK’S
414
ND Lion, shield//Eagle. Very choice UNC $225.
PIDCOCK’S
455
ND Two Headed Cow//Royal Arms. ex F.W. Lincoln, others. UNC $135
SKIDMORE
483
1791 A Register Stove//Anchor. RR, nice but lacquered. UNC ,sharp $250
SKIDMORE
505
1795 Men at Forge//IOM cypher (Yorkshire). Bronzed UNC, RR+ $295.
SKIDMORE
535
ND Man Skating//GB Cypher. This token with minor area of toning on the
reverse, otherwise 100% RED, a spot below the skaters leg---$450.
SPENCE
804c
ND Joined head of Pitt and Fox//Heart in hand. Choice AU, really nice $145.
SPENCE
730a 1795 Sailor Seizing a Landsman//A free born Englishman---with a padlock on
his lips. Some red, a sharp strike, nice UNC $325.
SPENCE
831a ND Hanging man//May the Knave, &c. Brown AU, no spots, etc $595.
RICHARDSON’S
467 1795 Fortune, lottery wheels//Goodluck, &c. Luster, sharp UNC $165.
SALTER’S
473
ND Hatmakers at work//Shop front. Fading red UNC $135.
SHACKLETON’S 477
1794 Royal Arms//Candle mould. Fading red, super example UNC $145.
SKIDMORE’S
480
1795 Men working at forge//Register Stove. Much red, nice UNC $165.
WHITFIELD’S
911
1795 Bust Left//Cypher. RARE, usual crude work, net GVF $45.
SHAKESPEARE
928
1792 Bust Left//Woman, cornucopia. Full head, good strike, net AU $65.
NATIONAL
960
ND Bust Prince of Wales/Hands, crowned triangle. Reverse a bit weak but
about as made, a RR mule. Net AU, $175.
NATIONAL
977
1795 Princess of Wales/Portcullis. Choice AU, $65.
FRANCE
1016f 1794 A Foot//May England, &c. NO wear, but some marks, EF net $45.
NEWTON
1033 1793 Bust Newton//Caduceus &c. 1 obv mk, usual strike weakness UNC $110.
Middlesex, farthings----PIDCOCK
1064
ND Elephant/Lion fondling dog. Tad weak in the strike, net AU $110.
PIDCOCK
1069 1801 Lion fondling dog//Beaver. Part of dog soft strike, UNC $150.
PIDCOCK
1070 1801 Lion fondling dog//Monkey (the Wanderow). Prooflike UNC nice $275.
NORFOLK
NORWICH
12
1794 Castle, Bridge///Hanging Fleece. Luster, very nice UNC $125.
NORWICH
19
1794 Key, archway//Arms of Norwich. Choice Bronzed UNC $145.
NORWICH
23b
ND A Bottle//Hope standing. Brown, full strike luster $145.
NORWICH
46a
1793 Mounted Dragoon//Norwich barracks. About UNC, nice for this $95.
YARMOUTH
55a
`1792 Arms of Yarmouth//Ship. ¼ d--. Full luster, tad rub, super AU+ $175.
NORTHUMBERLAND
MATHER
1
1797 Justice, shield//Mather. White metal. Some marks, and some wear, but
Very RARE, (RR). A decent example, at $195. Quite nice at the price.
NEWCASTLE
30
1796 Coaly Tyne Barge//Rouse Britannia. Milled edge, and RARE thus, red in
some devices, original luster, $395 Farthing!!
NEWCASTLE
34
1796 Coaly Tyne Barge/Slave. This is a really sharp, nice piece, good eye
appeal, with strike weakness on slave above the waist. UNC, some red, $375. Farthing!!
RUTLAND
COUNTY
1.
ND
Col Noel, &c.//Whose example--- VF, RARE, $175.
SHROPSHIRE
Coalbrook DALE
(10) 1789 Bridge, Ship//Inclined plane—GOLD copy, struck for the bicentennial of
the Iron Bridge--#11 on edge. 9ct, hallmarked. 13.69 grams. 1779—1979. As made From my collection, $350.

SOMERSETSHIRE
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BATH 1d.
5
1794 Garden Gate//Tree, &c, R&B, luster, very nice example UNC $235.
BATH
36e
ND John Howard//Woman, Boy, key to prison. Decent strike, UNC $110
This is the design token used on the Prisoner’s Transportation set on page 10.
BATH
45
1796 Walcott Turnpike//Blaudud. Scarce to RARE, superb AU+ $210.
BRISTOL
89b
1793 Tower, church spire//India tea warehouse. Rusty dies, RR+ AU $150.
BRISTOL
98
ND A Glass Factory//Gold, silver, &c. Gemmy UNC, RARE $450.
STAFFORDSHIRE
STAFFORD
3
1801 Penny—A Castle//Cypher, knot. Fading red AU, $110. Tough this nice.
STAFFORD
5
1801 Penny—Castle, Cypher, Knot. Rusty dies, nice surf, VF+ $55.
LEEK
10
1793 Caduceus, bale of goods//Clasped Hands. Strong, UNC/AU $75.
STAFFORD
21
1796 Arms of Stafford//Cypher, knot. UNC $145. Few around these days.
SUFFOLK
BECCLES
16
1795 Porch of Church//A bridge. Slabbed. Choice MS63, and the strike is better
than seen on many graded higher, cannot see any damage---but in the slab, $165.
BURY
29
ND Ancient gateway//A Book,Rackhams. Full luster ,minor mark, UNC $155.
BURY
30
1795 Arm and hand holding a hammer--Fame, Trumpet. Auctioneer, UNC $135
SUSSEX
CHICHESTER
15.
1794 Elizabeth I/Chichester Cross. Rev tad weak strike, UNC $95.
FRANT
23
1794 GR cypher//Shield of arms. Brown UNC, heavy flan $95.
WINCHELSEA
41
1794 Beehive//Arms. Softly struck center of rev, Luster UNC $150.
WARWICKSHIRE Pennies ,
WELCH
21
1795 Shield, stags head//TW cypher. Red in the devices, brown the rest of the
way, RARE, perfect fields, luster, really the best one of these I have had. $495.
WYON’S
25
1796 An Obelisk//PW Cypher. 2-3 tiny mks, UNC, but net AU, $145.
WARWICKSHIRE -- halfpennies
BIRMINGHAM
50
1793 Boy with Tools//Shield, hedgehogs!! Strong EF, or better $45.
BARKER’S
64a
1797 Lion Rampant//GB Cypher. Gemmy UNC, only 33 struck $425.
MINING & copper 84
1792 Woman, Fasces//Stork. 1 carbon spot rev, but net EF+ $45.
MINING & copper 114b 1793 Design as the last, Choice UNC and super $145.
HALLAN’S
128
1792 Hallan’s &c,//Payable at the intelligence office. For strike GF, $85.
Another, AU-UNC with red in the devices, (all have weak strikes, it seems) $175.
HALLAN’S
133
1795 Bust Hallan//Bust Garrick. RARE, choice, luster, UNC $185.
KEMPSON’S
197a 1794 Blue Coat Charity School//Shield of arms. Brass, some dullness, $95.
KEMPSON’S
208
1792 Hotel Erected//Shield of arms. Luster, some red, $95.
LUTWYCHE’S
219b
ND Justice Seated//Coining Press. Brown, tad wiped, some red AU $95.
COVENTRY
233
1792 Lady Godiva//Elephant and Castle. AU Ex Lincoln collection. $95.
Five more. All are AU or UNC, #236 AU-UNC $125. #238, UNC $125. #238b, AU-INC $85,
#238b, Weak obverse, AU-UNC $85. -- #238c, Scarce, UNC $135. And, #238d. Choice UNC $155.
Also in stock, many of the varieties 240’s 242’s etc, ask for the one you need.
BIRMINGHAM
476a 1791 Seated Female, Fasces//Stork. FARTHING, tad rub, net AU $110.
Another, Ex Gilbert collection, sharp full luster UNC $155.
BIRMINGHAM
479
1792 General Elliot//Fleur de Lis. Farthing, this piece exceptional, a choice
brown UNC with nice luster. Ex Longman. $225.
BIRMINGHAM
482
ND Man on a pedestal//Coining Press. Farthing. Rare grade, UNC $145.
WORCESTERSHIRE
DUDLEY
5
1797 Tower of Dudley Castle. Minor stain, light brn, EF $150. Penny!
DUDLEY
8b
1796 Dudley Castle//Shepherd, sharp brown, luster, UNC $195
KIDDERMINSTER 23
1791 Woolpack//Arms. 30% RED, full luster, 1 tone spot, Ch UNC $165.
WORCESTER
42
1788 George III//musical instruments. Farthing, super AU++ $110.

YORKSHIRE
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HULL
17
1791 Equestrian statue of Wm III/Arms. Solid full strike UNC, brown $155.
HULL
18
1791 As the last, but 7 acorns each side on reverse. RARE, GVF $145.
HULL
21
1791 As the last, but baton elevated-- Strike, surfaces, luster-- Super UNC
$165.
LEEDS
35
1793 Bishop Blaze//Cloth Hall. Sharp, minor mks, UNC $110.
LEEDS Paley’s
44
1791 Bishop Blaze//Hanging Fleece. Tad red luster UNC and RARE $145.
LEEDS Paley’s
46
1791 Bishop Blaze//Hanging Fleece. Super eye, brown UNC, minor mks $165.
LEEDS
53
1791 Bishop Blaze with chalice// Arms, Crest and Owl. Story goes that this die
was handed to 7 year old Gregory Hancock, who altered it---this one a nice EF $65.
LEEDS
54
ND Bishop Blaze//large hanging fleece. AEF, RARE $125.
SHEFFIELD
59
1794 Crossed Arrows//Clasped hands. Almost UNC, AU $110.
YORK
63
1795 York Cathedral//Clifford’s Tower. A mk, but close to gem just $95.
YORK
63a
1795 York Cathedral//Clifford’s Tower, Payable in Dublin or London edge,
RARE variety, a solid decent looking VF $65.
WALES
6 through 252 are PENNY TOKENS,
patterns are rare, some RR.
ANGLESEY
4
1787 Druid//Cypher, D above. Gemmy pattern penny, RARE++UNC $495.
ANGLESEY
6
1787 Druid//Cypher. D above, Pattern Penny, very nice AU $245.
ANGLESEY
51
1787 Druid//Cypher. Brown UNC, luster $175.
ANGLESEY
67
1787 Druid/Cypher, RARE variety, AU and nice $135.
ANGLESEY
81
1787 Druid/Cypher---UNC, pretty, net AU for price, lacquered, $95.
ANGLESEY
165
1787 Druid//Cypher. Nice, with minor mks, some luster EF $75.
ANGLESEY
235 1788 Druid//Cypher. Lacquered UNC, thus net AU $125.
ANGLESEY
252c 1790 Druid//Cypher, Williams pattern, superb UNC, R&B, RARE, $495.
ANGLESEY
267
ND Halfpenny, Westwood’s pattern for these made in 1787. This piece, much
red, partially prooflike, near GEM UNC $595. Certainly RARE---ANGLESEY ½ d. 283
1788 Druid//Cypher. Bronzed, RRR, UNC $225.
ANGLESEY
284 1788 Druid//Cypher. RR, fading red, luster UNC $195.
ANGLESEY
285 1788 Druid//Cypher RARE, luster and nice UNC $175.
ANGLESEY
287 1788 Druid//Cypher, RR, nice UNC $195. Fading red over all.
ANGLESEY
288 1788 Druid//Cypher RARE, brown, lustrous, UNC $165.
ANGLSESY
289
1788 Druid//Cypher, Full luster, red in the devices, $165.
ANGLSESY
302
1788 Druid//Cypher. Good obv luster, nice strike UNC $135
ANGLESEY
304
1788 Druid//Cypher. R&B partly prooflike UNC $165.
ANGLESEY
305
1788 Druid//Cypher, R&B UNC, Ex Hamer Collection $185.
ANGLESEY
325 1788 Druid//Cypher 100% fading red UNC $175
ANGLESEY
326 1788 Druid//Cypher Luster, brown UNC $135.
ANGLESEY
328
1788 Druid//Cypher Full luster, some red UNC $155.
ANGLESEY
329 1799 Druid//Cypher RRR variety, luster, 60% RED, $225.
ANGLESEY
422
ND Druid//Arms of Guildford (Surrey). Ch glossy brn UNC $325.
ANGLESEY
438
1791 Druid//Cypher. Tad weak in places, luster, UNC $95.
ANGLESEY ¼ d
456
1797 Druid//Cypher. Brown, Luster, RR variety UNC $265.
ANGLESEY ¼ d
464
1788 PMCo Cypher//Pandora’s Breeches. RR, super UNC $265.
CARMARTHEN
5
1795 Interior of Iron Works//Interior of forge. Usual flat strike on figures,
reverse quite strong, one tiny edge bump—net GVF-EF $125.
GLAMORGAN
1
1795 Bust L/Britannia seated. No crown on pedestal, &c. RR+, this with a few
small edge hits, the net grade AEF, very rare indeed. Die failing. $295. Seldom seen item!!
GLAMORGAN
3a
1795 Bust L/Britannia seated. EF-GVF $150. Gemmy UNC, some red $225.
IF YOU COLLECT ANGLESEY AND WALES, SAVE THIS PAGE. THE COPPER CORNER HAS A
GREAT MANY NICE PIECES, OFTEN WITH VARIETIES IN A ROW NUMERICALLY. This sort of
offering is not often seen, I seldom have such nice pieces in sequence. A good opportunity!!

SCOTLAND
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ANGUSSHIRE
16a
1796 Infirmary//Ship, &c. This is a poor copy of #16, and a plain edge variety.
This one has red in all the devices, and though sloppy in manufacture, is about UNC . AU++ $135.
ANGUSSHIRE
21
1797 Dundee. --Church steeple//Ancient Gateway. Minor two tone---AU $110.
MONTROSE
29
1797 View of Montrose//Woman Spinning. Very scarce, softly struck as usual,
this piece Ex Dalton, he could not find a better one. I just call it choice VF $165.
MONTROSE
34
1799 Lunatic Hospital//Town Arms. Only Fine, $35.
DUNDEE 1/4d
39bis 1797 JM & Co//Sentinel Standing. RARE, great surf, nice luster UNC $155.
FIFESHIRE
2
1797 Burnt Island Vitriol//A carboy, BVCo cypher. Tad weak, net EF++ $75.
INV ERNESS
2
1794 Rose and Thistle//Cornucopia &c. Bronzed Proof, RR, Superb UNC $185.
KIRKCUDBRIGHT 1.
1793 Gatehouse Halfpenny//Large building. AEF $75. A VF++ $35.
LANARKSHIRE
unl. 1815 Henry Reid, Scales, CALTON. //Teas, Wines, groceries &c. This is a
FARTHING TOKEN that is not currently listed, from Calton, Lanarkshire. VF, $85. RR????
LANARKSHIRE
2a
1791` Reclining River God//Arms of Glasgow. Two available, the first a lightly
handled copper UNC $145. The next, choice full luster original bronzed proof, UNC $250.
LANARKSHIRE
9
1795 River God//Arms of Glasgow. Nice UNC $125.
LOTHIAN
8
1799 Public Building//Gardener with Spade. Two!! Very RARE variety, the
first one holed, and only Fine, $65. Second one, tiny spots, but prooflike, and UNC. $395.
EDINBURGH
9a
ND A Palm Branch//Sells seeds, &c. Super surf, EF+, Scarce $150.
EDINBURGH
10
1796 Archibald’s—arms//Sells seeds &c. Red in devices, AU nice $125.
CAMPBELL’S
14a
1797 Turk smoking a pipe//Snuff Jar. Unc, $225. Nice AU $115.
HUTCHISON’S
25
1790 St Andrew, Cross//Arms of Edinburgh. Obv 50% red, rev 75% red--- no
rub, fully UNC, $175. A #35, decent AU $65.
HUTCHISON’S
39a
1791 St. Andrew, Cross//Arms. RARE, but only VF $50.
IRELAND
DROGHEDA
5
1792 Hibernia, Harp//Cypher. “For the good of the Public”---this piece actually
Well done, but worn. Nice look considering grade, it is RR, and a “Good Fine”, at $135.
CAMAC
120
1792 Hibernia, Harp//Cypher. Well struck, great surfaces, nets AEF $95.
CAMAC
229
1792 Hibernia, Harp//Bust, Prince of Wales. AU-UNC super nice $125.
FYAN’S
309c 1792 Woman, Anchor//Brandy, sugar loaf. Edge milled over legend, this piece
Ex W. J. Davis, luster, decent UNC, better than most. $165.
DUBLIN
328
1797 Prince of Wales’ Crest//Fame flying ---Tad red, full luster UNC $295.
DUBLIN
331
1795 Prince of Wales’ Crest.King of Munster. Full luster over 100% RED
Surfaces on obverse, and prooflike, reverse 70% red, solid gemmy UNC $335.
DUBLIN
336
ND HS Co. Cypher//Wheat sheaf, doves. 80% RED, super UNC $275.
DUBLIN
345 1794 Justice Standing//LR Cypher. SILVERED GVF, $65.
DUBLIN
376
1804 Hibernia, harp//”For the Convenience” &c. Abt as made, weak, AU $95.
DUBLIN
377
1804 Hibernia, harp//Pawnbroker’s cypher. VF $55. EF, or better $125.
FINGAL
379
1804 Hibernia, harp//Cypher. Fingal halfpenny. Decent for issue, VF net $150.
SWORDS
380
1804 Hibernia, harp//Cypher. Payable at Swords. EF $150. Weak UNC $185.
SWORDS
381
1804 Hibernia, harp//Cypher. RARE+++ type, best I have seen GVF $175.
TURNER CAMAC 389
1792 Hibernia, harp//Turner Camac Farthing!! RR this nice, GVF $275.
MUNSTER
8a
1796 King of Munster//Arms, Irish halfpenny token. Obverse, with a touch of
red, one spot at rim, reverse brown, full prooflike luster. EX Tatton. Scarce. UNC $275.
MUNSTER
12
ND Wheat Sheaf, Doves//Arms of London. EF, $65.
MUNSTER
15
ND Wheat Sheaf, Doves// Thin man gnawing a bone---tad red, struck on an
oversize flan, very RARE, and a choice UNC. $450.
WICKLOW
26
1789 Bishop Blaze//Miner’s Arms. Luster, nice UNC $135
WICKLOW
27
1789 Bishop Blaze//Miner’s Arms. Super surfaces, UNC $145
WICKLOW
28
1789 Bishop Blaze//Miner’s Arms. Full luster, choice UNC $165.

17th CENTURY FARTHINGS AND HALFPENNY TOKENS
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These tokens were struck out of necessity for change. They are quite crude, and I generally try to find them in at
least Fine. They are a fun series, and the most popular tokens to collect in the UK. All are farthings unless
otherwise noted.
Dorsetshire
W155 Sherborn Farthing for the poore/1669. //(A mitre). AVF, nice $65.
Gloucestershire
W12 & 18. 6 pieces, all town issue. Arms of Bristol, ship//CB. VG-Fine. SOLD
Gloucestershire
W50 William Constable//Mercer in Cirencester. GF, strong, $45.
Hertfordshire
W18 Thomas Ravens of //Barkway Chandler. (Grocers arms) Fine, $85
Hertfordshire
W46 Edward Gardner in/Bishops Stortford. ½ d. 1668. (Woolpack) AVF, nice $68.
Hertfordshire
W173 Edward Camfield//in Saint Albans. (roses) 1656. Luster, sharp EF, $150.
Lincolnshire
W128 Alexander Howgrave//In Horne Castell. (Grocer’s Arms). RARE, VF $135.
Lincolnshire
W138 Lincoln Citty halfe Peny changd by the Maior. (Arms of Lincoln)
Token is octagonal, possibly buried, readable , but porous –RARE, $35.
Oxfordshire
W163 Edward Prince//Chandler in Oxon. (Man making candles). Ch Fine $95
Worcestershire
W59 Mathew Michell//of Evesham. (Grocer’s Arms) AF, $115. Tough find
Yorkshire
W27 George Lamplvugh at the (Kings arms)//in Beverly. 1664 Fine RARE $220.
Yorkshire
W45 For the vse of the Poor//of Bvlington their half penny. GF, nice $165.
19th CENTURY COPPER TOKENS
All pennies, unless otherwise noted.
Catalogue, Wither’s “British Copper Tokens, 1811-1820.” TAKE 20% OFF OF THESE.
Yorkshire, Barnsley W7
(Man in Loom)//Jackson and Lister. Nice VF $45.
Yorkshire, Barnsley W11 (Man in Loom)//Jackson and Lister. Small clip, AEF $45.
Somerset, Bath
W15. (Arms of Bath)//Whitchurch and Dore 1811. AEF, $35.
Stafford, Bilston
W33 (Beehive)//(Cannon Balls) James Atherton, 1813. Ch VF Scarce $65.
Stafford, Bilston
W83 Samuel Fereday, Bilston//Value. 1812. Nice GVF $45.
Birm, S. Wales
W188 Copper Co. (POW’s Crest)Value (a horse trotting). GVF, 1811. nice $55.
Birm. &Neath
W215 Crown Copper Co//Value. 1811. EF, $65.
Rose Copper Co
W244 Rose Copper Co//Value,. 1811. EF+, some luster $35.
Union Copper Co
W312 Clasped Hands,//Value. RR variety, about EF $120.
Bradford Workhouse W412`Bradford Workhouse counterstamps, on Union Copper Co. 1812 VF/F $45
Somerset Bristol
W415 George III//(Arms of Bristol) 1811. Very nice AEF $45.
Somerset Bristol
W472 A ship//Patent Sheathing &c.//Value. 1811. Halfpenny. GVF $35.
Somerset Bristol
W441 (Arms of Bristol) B & B Copper Co. 1811 VF but nice $15.
Bristol, S. Wales
W522 (Arms of Bristol// Copper Co//POW’s Crest, 1811. GVF $25.
TH
19 CENTURY UNOFFICIAL FARTHINGS A NUMBER OF RARE PIECES HERE
London
UF2870
Isaac Sparrow (a balloon)//Leather sauce. VF $35.
London
UF2990
Wm Webster//Dealer in coins, &c. 1840’s, brass AU $45.
London
UF3040
T. Wright (Chinese man)//chest, tea scales. 1839. GVF $28.
Norfolk
UF3950
Chamberlain & Sons, drapers//Shield of arms. 1852 AU nice $28.
Belfast Ireland UF5400
Farrar and Taggart//Silk mercers, farthing value VF $45.
Belfast Ireland UF5540
McKenzie and Mullen, Scotch house//Rose,Thistle,Shamrock VF+ $22.
Carrickfergus UF5600
Cunningham & Co, tea//wine and spirits. EF, cpl mks, $125.
Coleraine
UF5640
Robert Small, merchant//54, 55 Church street. AEF, $85.
Cork
UF5880
Man standing, hammer, anvil//Wm Seymour hardware. RARE EF $225.
Dublin
UF5040
Large Building, Andrews and Co tea//famous 4/s tea. EF, nice $150.
Dublin
UF6220
Scott Bell, Wellington Quay//Rose, thistle, shamrock, mercers. VF $35
Dublin
UF6350
Bust Victoria//Webb and Co, Drapers. AEF or better, $85.
Galway
UF6390
Bust Victoria//I. Fortune &Co, Haberdashers, drapers, etc VF $65.
Monaghan
UF6670
F. Adams. //a wreath. RARE item--- AEF, $100.
Skibbereen UF 6740
George James Levis, general commission merchant//Farthing. GVF $85.
Aberdeen, Scotland UF6970 Large House, James Gordon//Top of Castle street. Ch AU, nice $85.
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Samuel, R. T. --British Tokens—the Bazaar, Exchange, and Mart. From the pages of the Bazaar magazine,
1880-1889. Found and copied by Harold Welch, this book contains information not printed anywhere else, and
was the basis for all of the Bell books. A very hard to locate book, 90 hardbound editions, each are signed and
numbered, this #63. Do not delay on this book, it is-----Seldom offered, $350.
Lusk, Jon –a new book which expands Bell’s Commercial Coins and has superb plates and information, is
available now. “British and Irish Tradesmen’s copper Tokens 1787-1804” superb new information. Apply
to or in the UK, to Spink, London.
EVASION TOKENS
Cobwright--“A Walk in the Monkolokian rainforest in search of the Spiney Fubbaduck”-Evasions, $27.
INFORMATIONAL VOLUMES AND OTHER BOOKS
R. C. BELL----Copper Commercial Coins, 1811-1819. His 19th C book, no DJ, clean, good copy $28.
Seaby---British Tokens and their values 1970. A general, not all that specific, price guide for each series of
British tokens, this book needed by all for the early Irish pieces that preceded the Conder series. $15 with post.
OTHER BOOKS and information--Gallop, G.I.--PIGS MEAT---- Selected Writings of Thomas Spence, 1982. 192 pages. Now you have the
tokens, here is a look into the man’s mind though his writings. Card covered, as new. $28.
SELGIN, GEORGE--GOOD MONEY--private enterprise and popular coinage--A look at the economics that
existed in Britain in the 18th Century, and how the tokens affected life. Superb, SB, $28.
WHITTLESTONE, EWING----Royal commemorative medals of Queen Victoria 1837-1901. Card covered,
new, a listing of all Victoria medalets excluding the Jubilees of 1887 and 1897. $35.
18th Century--Dalton and Hamer on line type guide also being offered by Mike Dlugosz--, $75, ask me.
Dr Sriro's 18th C collection on a CD, $39 with population report, great info --- gsriro@gmail.com
Auction catalogue, Important sale of Tokens formed by the late Francis Cokayne, Esq. Wednesday, 17th July,
1946, at Glendenning and Co, London. Mostly covers silver, 19th century pieces, both normal and otherwise,
one of the rare looks at a Cokayne sale. $75.
18th Century tokens, the Noble Sale, July 1998. Huge sale, with PRL, a classic. $95
SET----The Noble Catalogues, Conder Tokens, 1998, British Tickets and Passes, 1999, and Communion
Tokens, 2000. These three sales were of all of the tokens and other material collected by Jim Noble. They all
have a PRL, and are still the largest sale of this sort of material anywhere. The set, as new, $160. Bargain.
A second set of these, a veritable feast of each type of tokens, and fascinating reading. Used, all three $120.
Davenport, John S----German Crowns and Talers, 1700-1800--1900---Davenport has written the bible for
this series, With a short description of each coin, and a large photo of it next to that description. Wonderful, and
a wonderful series. Two books on the same subject, for coins after 1800, all the way to 1951. In other words,
the pair, two books that can fascinate the reader for hours, and even make him decide to collect a coin or two,
as it did me. As I am retiring, books that I use very little now will be up for sale, this two volume set of
Davenport one I looked for diligently for a couple years, you have a chance now, the pair-as new $45. Plus post.
Medaillen Plaketten Abzeichen der Deutches Luftfhart. By Hans Kaiser, 1998, over 600 pages, large
format, with literally thousands of listings, most of them with photos of the medal, plaque, or other item, all
pertaining to the world of flight, airships, balloons, Zepplins, all sorts of airplane from the earliest date for
those, gliders, jets, all of them in one book. If you need to know something about an airship of any kind, this is
your book It is in German, but though I do not speak it I can tell fairly well what they are saying, and if I cannot
I type it into the computer, and it tells me. I am not selling my copy, I bought a spare, and this is it. New—w
post $58.
These books were never for sale at book sellers, they were privately imported and sold by Doug Thurber.
Of course, I also like any book that talks about Fharts, which I found out meant “trip” when I was driving in
Germany. Thus “Luftfhart” is German for “airship”---and this book has them all. Superb!!
On the subject, but have none for sale, there is a marvelous writer of humor named Bill Bryson. I
have a few of his books, and will have to get them all, I think. He is American, but lived in Yorkshire for 20
years, then came back to America. His books on both England and America poke fun at each. Find them and
laugh---www.billbrysonbooks.com His insight into life in both England and the USA is wonderful. Bill.

THE FUN STUFF, medals and more
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Geroge III---Saved from attempted Assasination 1800. BZ, 50mm, by Kuchler. Soho mint------Bust
George III//All seeing eye over flame, no marks, some original luster, a very nice example. $265.
Queen Victoria—Coronation medal—45mm gilt bronze, 1838. Bust Victoria//View of the Coronation at
Westminster. Luster in the devices, one tiny mark on Victoria’s cheek, otherwise as made. EF $145.
George VI and Queen Elizabeth, coronation—51mm bronze medal, matte finish, 1937. Bust of the King and
Queen//View of Westminster, helmed Britannia hold out coronation wreath. As made in original box, with
Coronation 1937 on the lid. Medal as new, box VF. $120.
Wellington Box Medal---Round metal box, 48mm, and 12mm thick. Lid with bust of Wellington, the bottom
of the box with a laudatory 11 line history of Wellington’s accomplishments. Inside the box , paper roundels
with information on 26 battles in Spain and France, beginning with the taking of Talavera de la Reina in 1809,
and culminating with the victory at the battle of Waterloo in 1815. All of the roundels are present, the two that
were fixed to the lid at bottom are loose, but overall they are VF or better. The box is shy of one or two tiny
marks of being EF, overall a very nice complete set. These are becoming rare. Still at my old price, $440.
Wellington Box Medal----tall, and round. 39mm tall, and 22mm in diameter. The metal box contains 13
medalets, angel on one side, the name of the town and date of battle on the other. This is known as the “short
set”, there is also a larger one with 26 medalets. Any of these are rare, especially if complete to what it should
be, and this is, down to the elusive and often missing Waterloo medalet. Small medalets, most EF or better, a
couple not, the box EF. A rare and nice collectible one that has been in my collection. Oh, the outside of the
case is inscribed “British Victories”----$525.
Transportation Token---This one is fairly early, if the box tells any tale- The box is 42mm high, and 28mm in
circumference at the lid----The lid, with some wear, is engraved “A Youth I am and / Love afraid, I will
in//dismal hills be Laid / in witch (sic) time I mean / to Grave God’s Blessing // for my soul to save”.
The lid is made from a token that has been planed off, but there are denticles and one ornament that could be
used to discover it. The base is made of a token as well, inside, at the bottom, one sees John Howard, and on the
outside bottom, is the woman, boy, key, and prison, “Remember the debtors is Goal”. Excellent condition, but
the engraving and token is worn. The token (A CONDER TOKEN) being from the 1790’s period (See D&H
Somerset 36), the piece is early for prisoner transport to Australia. More information to any buyer. $450.
The Reform Bill----this is a WM, 47mm medal,1832-- and not the usual one with the copy of the bill itself on
it, but a interesting look at what the people wanted---The obverse has a winged figure trampling on three
recumbent corpses, legend is “THEY TRAFFIC’D IN THE PEOPLE’S RIGHTS---BROUGHMONGERS
DEFEATED BY LIBERTY///reverse, 8 lines, on passing the bill. This medal (BHM 1605) always found
pierced for suspension, this one has no pesting and no wear, minor marks, luster, about EF. Very rare. $155.
Nettie Pot----Brass pot made to hold potpourri, or other good smelling things, ---small, for a woman to carry
with her to mask odors ----as few bathed regularly, some of them did have odors!! Thomason’s manufactory,
Birmingham, made a vast array of medals---I have some other pieces by him on this list----this little brass pot
has a open grid on the lid, which comes off to put in the sachet, the base has a view of the Manufactory,
something seldom seen. It is unused, as new, and dates from around 1820. It is round, 24mm. and 14mm high.
The only one I have ever seen for sale, not a usual item, selling it for less than I paid at $250.
The Crystal Palace---White metal, 51mm, 1851. Bust of Prince Albert//View of the Crystal Palace. This piece
with minor marks, around 70% bright luster, a fine example at a reasonable price. EF, $89.
London Bridge opening----1 August 1831. Bronze, 51mm. Bust of king William IIII//View of the new bridge.
Rare like this, fading red to brown prooflike UNC, just a superb example. Yours at $195.
Lafayette----Well, the SHIP Lafayette. The medal is as new, bronze, 68mm, obverse with the bust of
Laffayette, very well accomplished, the reverse a fine example of the motor ship Lafayette, “Commemorating
the entry into service of the motorship Lafayette, May, 1930”. An apparent flaw in the medal has been filed
off, second example I have seen with this done to it, so have to think it is as made. Filing at the bottom of the
bust, and not all that noticeable. But, as new. Really a great piece, super bust of Lafayette, far from common,
$245
Benjamin Nightengale----This a private halfpenny size token for Nightengale, made in 1843. Obverse,
Moneta seated at coin cabinet, coins pouring from a cornucopia—Rev, a cypher, Bronzed Proof, gemmy, $145.
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PEACE OF GHENT—This treaty signed in Belgium December 24, 1814, thus ending the war of 1812
between England and the USA. Though they made a fair number of these medals, which feature a woman
standing on a globe, with a peace wreath in hand, the legend “On earth, peace, good will to men”, and the
reverse in nine lines inside a wreath pertaining to the treaty between England and the USA. It is the official
medal for the ending of a rather strange war, one that no one seemed to want. The medals are 43mm, with the
medal books listing them in white metal only. It is found that a few of them were struck on cast bronze
planchets at that time as well, the number unknown but they are very rare. This is one of those cast bronze
pieces, with the medal having a matte appearance. No real problems, a nice casting, easily EF, Will sell at $550.
William Pitt the Younger----A glass seal, in the original bronze bezel, circa 1800—The glass seal in the form
of Pitt’s bust-----from my collection, will sell this one in superb condition for $325. Well under market.
Bronze Seal---matrix engraved with a horse and rider---the handle of the seal with views of the Crystal Palace.
This item was sold in the Crystal Palace. 1851. Underpriced today at $250.
Britain’s Hope box---from my personal collection---the box 22mm round and 8mm high, “The Queen, Prince
Albert, and Britain’s Hope”---bottom of box, in a wreath, a shield with the Royal holdings, England, Scotland,
Ireland, Wales. This box the best I have seen, no problems, no wear, and full luster on the gilt surfaces. Inside
the box, three white metal medals, one of Queen Victoria, the reverse the Brirish Lion with Britannia, next
Prince Albert, the reverse with a steam train, the third with vignettes of The Prince and Princess of Wales, and
four other children. Another, but no vignette, mentioned on the reverse that contains the names of all of the
children and their birth dates. These, especially the Prince and Princess of Wales, were “Britian’s Hope”.
The medals inside the box are as new. If not the finest set known, certainly tied for that. $245.
William Till---the maker of the Bucks Slough tokens, this is his private token, used for advertising. His
Arms//Dealer in Coins, etc. 7 Great Russell Street, 1834. A nice UNC, $55. A superb 80% red token, prooflike
in places, a good match for the Buckinghamshire tokens in your collection at $75.
Germany----Medals by Karl Goetz.
K153---57.5mm bz, A baby in a military helmet, bombs underneath//Tree. “Born in War”, nice EF $195
K187—57.5mm Bz. Germany offers peace---Hand reaching for a dove// Entente powers putting the dove
back into the cage---(refusal of peace offer by the Allies)---1916. RARE, as made, $550.
Sinking of the Lusitania, 1915----This a Goetz medal, but is the British copy – Iron, 56mm. obverse, Death
selling tickets to the voyage//reverse, the Lusitania sinking. Originals are rare, this as made $85.
Opening of the Mersey Tunnel, Liverpool. 1934. Black Onyx, 128 X 77mm, the words Mersey Tunnel and
1934 appearing in a clear layer over the onyx. Interesting to Liverpudlians and to Beatle’s fans. EF $75.
Glass Seller’s Guild, a wonderful 49mm Silver medal, gilt, Arms of the guild on the obverse very ornate---the
reverse with a wreath, but unawarded. Hanger on the reverse as well. Original box, both as made. Guild formed
in 1864, the medal likely later, possibly as late as 1910. Superb die work, $185.
A Nest of Weights, 1750----an iron “pot” with a lid and a latch, with 5 matching weights in the pot, all nesting
together. The pot, and the three largest nesting weights, are original to the pot, the smaller two are a slightly
different color though they are correct to size and fit. A very interesting set, quite unusual to see these days, I
have used it as one subject of talks at coin clubs. Your turn. The set, complete, $295. RARE.
Frederick, Prince of Wales ----(George III), Bust to Right—Governor of the Fisheries society.---The reverse
With a ship, and men mending nets, “Free Britt Fishery by a society established” 1750. Around, “For the
advantage of Great Britain”---40mm bronze, Eimer 629. This piece fully UNC, red in the devices, no marks or
stains, hard to find a better, and as such, under Eimer, underpriced to boot. Yours $185.
Admiral Nelson----a 32mm halfpenny size medal---bronze---Bust Nelson to Left, “Portsmouth Navy Week”
on the obverse, reverse with a ship, H. M. S. Victory. Undated, possibly to use year to year, but seems of early
19th Century style---this holed for suspension, a very nice medal not seen that often. Some fading red, EF+ $85.
Sentimental Magazine---two, one is Cromwell, 1658 (1773, dark medal, AU at least, nice $110. The second
one is Lord Chatham (William Pitt the Elder, ) this one VF, $45.
Brabant, Patagonia. KM34, Cav. 4464, Shield of Spain//Crown, Scepters, 1655.This piece a 44mm silver coin,
very minor clipping, overall Fine and better condition. Ex Dr. Richard Doty in his envelope. $250.

TERMS OF SALE
The Conder Token Collector’s Club invites you to join. Quarterly Journal, professionally produced, and
many articles & ads to enjoy. $25 or £20 per year. Contact me if interested---its well worth belonging!
ABREVIATIONS AND GRADING
The English grading system is used on all tokens, but the grading abbreviations are USA. A British EF is an
American AU, and can be a token with slight rub or as good as MS62. . Scr= scratch. Hfs, =holed for
suspension. Rm=rim nick. UNC—no wear. AU—Tad rub. to MS 62. EF— light circulation. VF-Very fine.
F-Fine. VG Very good. G-Good. Complete list of American/British differences sent on request.
All tokens guaranteed genuine, and descriptions correct. Tokens may be returned within 30 days of receipt for
any reason, and refunds will be prompt. All coins and tokens guaranteed genuine for life. Your satisfaction is
far more important than a sale. No discounts will be given for the first 30 days of the sale.
All orders will be shipped upon receipt of payment to Bill McKivor in US funds. Please do not mail cash.
Shipment will be held until funds clear if you are unknown to me. All items to the USA sent insured.
Shipping charges-$7 minimum, to $200. Not signed for, to $500, $15. Signed for, $500+ $18. Over $600 will
be sent Registered, $18 plus the insurance balance, most will be $20 and up.
Foreign orders all registered, now $30. Books, please ask, by weight and volume it will vary.
ORDERING
Please give the List #, MAJOR HEADING, MINOR HEADING, D&H number, and price when ordering.
By Phone---(206) 244-8345 Daytime hours and evenings until 10PM. Please let it ring---By E-mail---A great way to order or ask about tokens--- Copperman@Thecoppercorner.com
By mail to: Bill McKivor, PO Box 46135, Seattle, WA 98146.

THE COPPER CORNER
PO BOX 46135
SEATTLE, WA 98146

NEW EDITION DALTON AND HAMER----STANDARD EDITION $135 INCLUDES SHIPPING
Deluxe edition, (only one lonely book) in custom slip cover, $250 includes postage. Send for yours today
Bill McKivor, PO Box 46135, Seattle, WA 98146. copperman@thecoppercorner.com
GET YOUR COPY OF THE NEW D&H----READY TO BE SHIPPED----

